1. Introduction Let S be a closed Lapunov surface bounding a region D + in the apace B^. The complement of the set D + U S to the whole space will be denoted by D~.
We introduce the following notations (cf. where jA-Q| denotes the Euclidean distance between the points A(x,y,z) e D + U D" and * S; N(a,£,/) is the versor normal to the surface S at the point Q directed outside the region D + .
Let the elements q^(Q), i = 1,2,3,4, of the column
be defined and continuous on the surface S.
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The column Moreover, if the elements of column (1) satisfy Holder condition on S, then for every P e S there exists the integral (singular in the sense of Cauchy's principal value)
The system of equations Let S be defined as in section 1 and let T denote a non-empty set of indioes. Consider the following system of equations (3) ^ ( Assume that elements of the column P^ |w, de--fined in the domain ft* {q«S, | < R*, satisfy for each a e T the conditions» Remark. Another method of investigation of uncountable system of integral equations was presented in Let C(S) denote the set of all continuous real functions defined on S. C(S) is a linear space with sum of two elements and the product of an element with a real number defined in the usual way. The Ci'artesian product C(S)x C(S)x C(S) xC(S)^ = C 4 (S) is the set of all columns ip(T) = (P), <p 2 ( P), <Pj( P), p 4 (P)] such that ( p i (Pj e C(S), i = 1,2,3,4.
Consider the set A*= IH A«, where A» = C 4 (S) for P £ T The space (A\ ||*||*) is a Prechet space (cf.
[2], p.81) and will be denoted by 3F .
Let us consider in the space ? a set Z consisting of all systems ip (P) = j <pa (P)J a e ^ of columns satisfying for each a e T the conditions in -nil 1 i 1 l^fPJ-^fP^I (9) HI <f HI = sup <p (P) + sup ^ T-L^ 0 <h < 1, PcS PeS P-P-, P^S 11 i = 1,2,3,4, where constants Ma are defined by (8). The set Z is closed, convex and bounded. Referring to equations (3), consider the transformation defined for points of Z by (10) Ta(f) = / H(P.Q)Pa[Q,{^(G}}peT]dSQ, a € T. s ue see that transformation (10) associated with each point <p(P) ={%t(P)}a€T of the CGt z 3 P°i nt = {l"a (P '}aeT of the space f .
Simple calculation leads to the conclusion that if condition (6) is cstisfied and if the constants Ua defined by (8) satisfy the inequality < R*, then operation (10) trancfor.-ns the set Z into its subset.
